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How a projected “few months delay” became 300 months+
Feb 1998 - A CPO Amendment is unilaterally imposed by GCC onto the ground floor consortium and
changes the title conveyance from a GVD to NI and states “this will only cause a few months delay”
despite it being legally irreversible and having the potential to become an open ended delay, which
was not considered given the then current owners were non contactable. (Appendix A)
Dec 1999 GCC breaches CPO Agreement with USD due to not disclosing existence of CPO
Amendment changed title conveyance from a GVD to a Notarial Instrument. (Appendix B)
July 2002- CPO TITLE TIMESCALES SLIP a few months delay is now 53 months (Appendix C) (not
sent to USP), which poses even more questions as from reading this letter one would surmise GCC
has not caused the title transfer delays and somehow it’s over to USD and USP to reconcile these.
May 2004 GCC DRS Executive Director Rodger McConnell stated to the Lord Provost/ First
Minister/Councillors/Owners the following FALSEHOOD! "The circumstances surrounding the CPO
process have now been explained to Union Street and a follow up meeting will be held with them,
their solicitor and the Council’s Solicitor to provisionally agree the way forward” (Appendix D). And “a
few months delay” has become 77 months.
April 2014 GCC disclose the Feb 1998 CPO Amendment after 16 years (but crucially don’t disclose
the known, historical contract breach) Further GCC’s claim 11/4/2018 that the CPO Amendment
change offered legal advantages see Page 2 (which contradicts their timescales slippage letter and
now “a few months delay" is 194 months, GCC also take no responsibility for this. (Appendix E)
May 2018- The change from a GVD to a NI has been described as follows by an ex Director of Legal
Services for two Councils I have re-visited your file of papers and I keep coming back to the
decision to depart from the condition in the original missives to proceed by GVD and, instead,
to proceed by Notice to Treat. I remain puzzled by that decision as GVD was the better way to
go particularly as GCC had to acquire several interests and needed to have a good title (which
it would get under GVD procedures but would probably be significantly delayed in being able
to get under Notice to Treat procedures which really only gives a (marginal) benefit in getting
entry) in order to sell on to developers. (Appendix F)
July 2018 GCC Legal admits to GCC DRS "The only point he has was that in December 1999 we
entered into missives with Union Street Developments Ltd (not USP Ltd). These missives contained
the provision that GCC would obtain title using the GVD procedure. This procedure had in fact been
effected before we entered into the 1999 missives. Accordingly we were in breach of the missives
entered into We could answer Soutar’s questions on the basis of the above but I would strongly
advise against doing so. To concede now that we were indeed in breach of the 1999 missives will just
renew his conviction he is right. (Appendix G) and “a few months delay" is now 247 months.
October 2019- At the end of October a comprehensive structural survey/development
options/development will be issued to all stakeholders, which will it is believed lead to a final decision
on what the future of the Egyptian Halls is to be. And a copy of this will be supplied to all relevant
stakeholders. And “a few months delay" will then be 260 months
October 2022 -the projected earliest date for a Façade Retention scheme or New Build scheme
USP/USD/USI now ask that someone asks GCC to explain why the objectives of the 1996 CPO,
which were to preserve the Egyptian Halls and return the Upper Floors to long term commercial
sustainability have failed given there have been four approved planning applications (1997,2000,2005,
2013). And a scheme that was only going to have “a few months delay” will now take at least 26 years
(316months) to achieve this and that may well be only for a Façade Retention which will require circa
£25M of public funding when in Year 2000 only £2M was required for a 100% preservation scheme.
And given the 1998 CPO Amendment has now directly caused such a massive delay despite GCC
stating it would only cause a few months delay! Surely GCC has to explain why this has occurred
given it has refused all requests for a CPO Review since mid 2002, yes more than 17 years ago.

APPENDIX A
GCC’S Feb 1998 CPO Amendment.

APPENDIX B
GCC-USD Dec 1999 CPO Agreement.

APPENDIX C
July 2002 GCC admits to “timescale slippage.”

APPENDIX D
May 2004 GCC states its told the truth to its Lord Provost and Scotland’s
First Minister but has not!

FILE
NOTE
UNION STREET DEVELOPMENTS LTD
Note of Meeting at Glasgow City Council Offices on
27th May 2004
Present

1.

Iain Love - GCC Development Regeneration
John Telfer - GCC Property Valuation Division (deputising for Alan Jardine)
Lawrence Tough - Group Manager - Contracting and Maintenance
David Black - GCC Legal Department
Derek Souter - USD/USP
KSG - Kidstons & Co.

The Building
Mr Tough said that basically the Building is in reasonable condition, although there is
some corrosion to the wrought iron and steel and to parts of the roof slab. There are one or
two localised problems in the rear elevation, but these have been shored. Derek Souter
authorised Mr Tough to speak to the Morrison partnership to get costings and to sort out
works that are necessary to the roof. Costs spent by GCC to date incurred on work to the
building and on security are £21,000 of which two-thirds approximately relates to common
parts. Derek Souter said that the tenants would pay their part.

2.

End User and Ideas
Iain Love said that GCC would like to participate in profit from the whole exercise; Derek
Souter explained that there had been delays, the withdrawal of GDA funding, the ground
floor consortium faced 60% cost increase and USP had invested 6 years in the project.
Therefore USP would need full recompense for the significant risks expended and
opportunity cost of capital invested before it could consider this. GCC also recognise the
present CPO agreement makes no provision for this.
The Council is sensitive regarding what the property could end up being used for,
especially in view of the fact that it is a prominent listed building.
Derek Souter explained that there is likely to be a 20 year lease granted to Colin
McDougall and Anna Ryder Richardson for a members only nightclub on top floor, studio

APPENDIX E
April 2014 GCC discloses the CPO Amendment and states it had “advantages”
in doing so despite by then it causing a 194 month delay.

APPENDIX F
July 2018 GCC Legal admit a known for 19 years but non disclosed contract breach.

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:
CC:

RE: e mail of the 21st June 2018
Tuesday, 3 July 2018 at 15:20:39 Bri?sh Summer Time
Fisher, Richard <Richard.Fisher@glasgow.gov.uk>
Derek Souter <derek@djscm.com>
Miller, Iain <Iain.Miller@glasgow.gov.uk>

Ken , I rest my case ! Every response results in the same rehashed diatribe going over old ground .
The only point he has was that in December 1999 we entered into missives with Union Street
Developments Ltd ( not USP Ltd) (renewing the terms of the 1996 missives with the previous consor?um
). These missives contained the provision that GCC would obtain ?tle using the GVD procedure .
In fact GCC had agreed with the consor?um that they would use the No?ce of Title / No?ce to Treat
procedure in order to obtain immediate entry. This procedure had in fact been eﬀected before we
entered into the 1999 missives .
Accordingly we were in breach of the missives entered into ( subject to a weak argument on error ). If USP
had expended money or altered their posi?on in some way prior to knowing about this error in 2002 and
had taken ac?on then they may have had some sort of case. This is subject to them being able to get over
the diﬃculty that the missives were not with them, which seems to me to be a major ini?al diﬃculty .
They would further have to show they relied upon the GVD procedure being u?lised and that if they had
known the no?ce to treat procedure was being used they would never have proceeded .
However they were fully aware in 2002 of the change and in fact agreed that it should be used in all
missives since 2002 . As far as I am aware no property was acquired by USP between 1999 and 2002 ( as
they could not get ﬁnance arranged ). Most of the proper?es were acquired before they entered into the
missives and self-evidently could not have been induced by anything in subsequent missives .
USP then purchased a further property in the block in 2005 when they were fully aware of the agreed
u?lisa?on of the No?ce to Treat procedure .This is en?rely inconsistent with the posi?on now advanced :
that if they had known they would have pulled out of the deal.
No complaint let alone legal ac?on was made un?l c 2013 .
On this basis any right of ac?on has long since prescribed .
We could answer Soutar’s ques?ons on the basis of the above but I would strongly advise against doing
so . To concede now that we were indeed in breach of the 1999 missives will just renew his convic?on he
is right and will perpetuate further diatribes .
I think it is strongly advisable to maintain the posi?on that 1) It was agreed that all correspondence on
the historic legal issue would be between myself and his solicitor and 2) that our posi?on has been set
out clearly and ﬁnally .
On the non-legal issues of grants , redevelopment , designs etc obviously these can be addressed if so
wished .
I hope this is OK but no maier what we do it will not prevent widely circulated , histrionic e-mails being
circulated .
Regards
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From: Derek Souter [mailto:derek@djscm.com]
Sent: 03 July 2018 14:20
To: Clark, Ken (DRS) <Ken.Clark@glasgow.gov.uk>
Cc: Hamilton, Lynn (DRS) <Lynn.Hamilton@glasgow.gov.uk>; Fisher, Richard
<Richard.Fisher@glasgow.gov.uk>; Bolander, Eva (Councillor) <Eva.Bolander@glasgow.gov.uk>; Braat,
Philip (Councillor) <Philip.Braat@glasgow.gov.uk>; Mearns, Christy (Councillor)
<Christy.Mearns@glasgow.gov.uk>; Millar, Angus (Councillor) <Angus.Millar@glasgow.gov.uk>; Aitken,
Susan (Councillor) <Susan.Aitken@glasgow.gov.uk>; McAveety, Frank (Councillor)
<Frank.McAveety@glasgow.gov.uk>
Subject: Re: e mail of the 21st June 2018
Mr Clark
Anernoon
Further to your email below can I be an unequivocal as possible on behalf of USP Ltd and re-state that it is not
accepted that GCC can just claim this is this ﬁnal posi?on. Especially when to crystallise the mess this Grade A
“architectural masterpiece is in due to ”GCC’s ﬂawed and failed CPO, which has turned a circa £3M" valua?on in
Year 2000 into a circa –£23M deﬁcit in 2018. Therefore USP will redouble its eﬀorts as it has a democra?c right
to ask GCC to account for a ﬂawed and failed CPO via a CPO Review. I have also copied in the Ward Councillors
and local poli?cal leaders to con?nue to make them aware of the GCC’s con?nuing failure to answer very simple
ques?ons.
Therefore the contents of the aiached email are requested to be answered as this pre-dates the GCC leier of
14th March 2017. This email also sets out further examples of GCC’s long term misrepresenta?on despite GCC’s
claims never to have done this . USP Ltd believes strongly that in relation to the January 1999 CPO agreement
and thereafter that GCC did not on the basis of the application of a “fair and reasonable” approach
Contract effectively with USP, as it could not deliver what it was agreeing too.
Breached the contract due to being unable to deliver what it agreed.
Misled why it breached the aforementioned contract.
Failed to disclose the true nature of the amendment for 16 years-2 months
&#8226
Failed to contract fairly and reasonably from 1999- 2014 and especially in relation to
the 2002 and 2005 CPO missives agreed with USP Ltd.

GCC DRS/LEGAL has also stated 11th March 2018 via Scotland on Sunday.

These allegations in respect of misrepresentation and impropriety by the council are entirely
refuted. The true position has been set out in detail on many occasions by the council”
Whilst failing prior to this and since then to answer the following very simple FOUR ques?ons as well as the
aiached.

1, Did GCC breach it’s 1999 contract with USP, which made no reference to the existence or
legal irreversibility of the CPO Amendment?
2, If GCC did breach the 1999 Agreement with USP, why then did GCC fail to disclose this and that the
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breach was due to a non disclosed CPO Amendment?
3, Did GCC between May- June 2004 mislead USP/Kidstons and also its Lord Provost who then misled
both USP an the First Minister in on record correspondence about full disclosure of all CPO related
facts? Given
A) A) GCC DRS quote of 27th April 2004 states "an appropriate and informaSve response will be
sent to the Lord Provost”.
B) B) GCC stated 25th May 2004 “the circumstances surrounding the CPO process have now been
explained to Union Street. as a follow up a meeSng will be held with them, their solicitor and
the Council’s Solicitor to provisionally agree a way forward.

4, Did GCC’s then Chief Solicitor apologise to USP’s lawyer circa mid 2002 about GCC’s
failure to disclose the 1998 CPO Amendment prior to agreeing the 1999 CPO Agreement

ALSO WHY DOES GCC HAVE ACCESS APPARENTLY TO CPO RELATED FILES AND USP IS REFUSED THE SAME
ACCESS?
Given GCC

1. Has refused to date FOUR FOI requests with a FIFTH FOI request pending- a very simple one too asking for
a copy of 1 document.

2. Mr Fisher has also stated he’s reviewed all the ﬁles
3. This surely cannot be accurate as the FOI refusal stated these ﬁles were too costly to retrieve, which if this
true means GCC’s decisions con?nue to be misformed and based on very imperfect informa?on and any
assessments made ergo the 14th March 2017 correspondence to repeat have to be both inaccurate and
misformed.

We appreciate that you have submiCed earlier informaEon requests on this same subject which have
exceeded the cost threshold and that you have aCempted to narrow the scope of your requests. We
would advise you that in order to locate the informaEon you are asking about, the Council would require
to manually search a large volume of paper ﬁles, held in diﬀerent areas of the Council. As you will be
aware, the maCer to which your requests relate has been on-going for a number of years and has, as a
result, generated a signiﬁcant amount of paperwork. We believe that all of this informaEon would require
to be searched in order to provide the informaEon you have requested. This is the reason that the Council
is unable to respond to your informaEon requests within the cost threshold.
4, Or if these ﬁles are to hand and the FOI statement is either inaccurate or disingenuous and therefore
the ﬁles requested can be supplied ?meously to USP Ltd.
And you’re already aware of the following ; However USP recognises the cultural importance of the EgypSan
Halls hence why GCC et al has been given the opportunity to purchase the Ground Floor units to allow it to
fund and preserve the EgypSan Halls ( see aYached Hidden Treasures arScle from just 5 years ago!). Given GCC
possesses all the economic development levers and access to funding to make this happen as proven by the ra_
of projects it has achieved this for very successfully this past decade and also what its got “shovel ready” for
the future.
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As you also know USP (and probably USI) door(s) are open to eﬀec?ve dialogue and communica?on. And we are
on record as sta?ng GCC 2018 is not responsible for the non intended consequence of a CPO Amendment that
was stated would cause “only a few months delay” and yet here we are some 20 years later.
Regards
Derek J Souter BA Hons, MBA, FCIM
Director
Union Street Properties Ltd
26 Foundry Lane, Dundee, DD4 6AY
Tel 01382 451 702
Mob 07850 08 11 88
Registered in Scotland: SC 193368
www.egyptianhalls.co.uk

From: Ken Clark <Ken.Clark@glasgow.gov.uk>
Date: Tuesday, 3 July 2018 08:29
To: Derek Souter <derek@djscm.com>
Cc: "Hamilton, Lynn (DRS)" <Lynn.Hamilton@glasgow.gov.uk>, "Fisher, Richard"
<Richard.Fisher@glasgow.gov.uk>
Subject: e mail of the 21st June 2018

The Egyptian Halls- PRIME PROOF OF HISTORIC, BLATANT GCC
MISREPRESENTATION - CPO Review surely now to be APPROVED
Mr. Souter,I refer to your e mail of the 21st June 2018 with the above ?tle sent to Richard Brown and
Richard Fisher to which I have been asked to reply.
With regard to the legal maiers you again raise,the Council’s view on the historic legal posi?on has been
made clear to you previously in correspondence between Richard Fisher of the Council and your
representa?ve Mr.Gerber in detail in a leier of the 14th March 2017 .As stated the Council’s posi?on is a
ﬁnal one and we have no inten?on in engaging in any further correspondence on this maier.
I trust you will note the above.
Regards,
Ken Clark,B.S.c.,M.S.c.,M.R.T.P.I.,
Group Manager,
Planning and Building Standards,
Development and Regenera?on Services,
231 George Street,
Glasgow.
Tel. 0141 287 6091.
E mail ken.clark@glasgow.gov.uk
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Glasgow - UK Council of the Year 2015

Disclaimer:
This email is from Glasgow City Council or one of its Arm’s Length Organisa?ons (ALEOs). Views expressed in this message
do not necessarily reﬂect those of the council, or ALEO, who will not necessarily be bound by its contents. If you are not
the intended recipient of this email (and any aiachment), please inform the sender by return email and destroy all copies.
Unauthorised access, use, disclosure, storage or copying is not permiied. Please be aware that communica?on by
internet email is not secure as messages can be intercepted and read by someone else. Therefore, we strongly advise you
not to email any informa?on, which if disclosed to someone else, would be likely to cause you distress. If you have an
enquiry of this nature then please write to us using the postal system. If you chose to email this informa?on to us there
can be no guarantee of privacy. Any email including its content may be monitored and used by the council, or ALEO, for
reasons of security and for monitoring internal compliance with the oﬃce policy on staﬀ use. Email monitoring or blocking
sonware may also be used. Please be aware that you have a responsibility to make sure that any email you write or
forward is within the bounds of the law. Glasgow City Council, or ALEOs, cannot guarantee that this message or any
aiachment is virus free or has not been intercepted and amended. You should perform your own virus checks.

For further informa?on and to view the council’s Privacy Statement(s), please click on link below:
www.glasgow.gov.uk/privacy
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APPENDIX G
May 2019 - former Legal Director for two Councils casts doubt
on CPO Amendment rationale.

From: Stuart Allan <stuartallan49@gmail.com>
Date: Wednesday, 8 May 2019 18:02
To: Derek Souter <derek@djscm.com>
Subject: RE: e mail of the 21st June 2018
Thanks for your e-mail.
I have re-visited your file of papers and I keep coming back to the
decision to depart from the condition in the original missives to proceed
by GVD and, instead, to proceed by Notice to Treat.
I remain puzzled by that decision as DVD was the better way to go
particularly as GCC had to acquire several interests and needed to have a
good title (which it would get under GVD procedures but would probably
be significantly delayed in being able to get under Notice to Treat
procedures which really only gives a (marginal) benefit in getting entry)
in order to sell on to developers.
GCC were entitled to agree a variation to the original missives with the
first developers and it is a separate and secondary aspect as to whether
GCC were subsequently required to disclose the variation to the second
developers which is a question that would depend on the whole
circumstances (including whether the second developers relied on the
original missives being applied and whether GCC understood that).
That’s as far as I can go with the information you’ve been kind enough to
give me and I see you have referred the matter to the SLCC. I’d be
interested in hearing what their view is although I would understand
them having perhaps some reluctance in getting too involved in a
complicated dispute where the parties are fully legally represented.
By all means let’s have an informal chat when I get back.

Union Street Properties Ltd
& Union Street Investments Ltd
26 Foundry Lane, Dundee DD4 6AY
Telephone: (01382) 451702
Email: derek@djscm.com

